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Prosopagnosia, also called face blindness, is a 
cognitive disorder of face perception in which 
the ability to recognize familiar faces, includ-
ing one's own face, is impaired, while other 
aspects of visual processing and intellectual 
functioning remain intact. Reports of pro-
sopagnosia date back to antiquity, but Bodam
er's report (1947) of two individuals with face 
recognition deficits was a landmark paper in 
that he extensively described their symptoms 
and declared it to be distinct from general 
visual agnosia. He referred to the condition as 
prosopagnosia, which he coined by combining 
the Greek word for face (prosopon) with the 
medical temedical term for recognition impairment 
(agnosia). I spent a long time thinking about 
this interesting disorder and how I relate to it. 
To tell the truth I don’t relate to it at all, in 
fact I have something completely opposite. If I 
see a person once I will never forget their face, 
I will recognize it anywhere. I remember the 
eexact moment I realized that I recognized a 

a stranger, someone I’ve seen only seen once at a trolley stop years ago. It’s a wild feeling.
While While working on this issue I started thinking about different ways of visualization of this disorder, 
of course the first thing that came to mind are twins. People that share a face yet others are unable to 
recognize them. Looking into the faces of twins or people that share similar features are the driving 
force behind this book. I wanted to create a synthetic experience of facial blindness. I don’t want the 
viewer to see faces; I want to show a feeling that the photographs on the upcoming pages will steer in 
you. After all that is what photography is all about - invoking a feeling rather then showing a picture. 
So leSo leave behind everything you’ve ever thought you knew and feel what we are taught to see. Rely on 
your heart and not on your eyes.
Welcome to the issue. 









































 | Models: Ola, Oktawia, Karolina/madebyMILK  | Style & Makeup by Anna 
RÛzga/madebyMILK  | Hair by  Tyberiusz Marciniszyn  | 



































































































































































 | Styled by Nelly Gonçalves | Creative Direction by DSECTION CREATIVE
Hair by  Rui Rocha | Make-up by Tom Perdigão

Models -  Central Models Lisbon 

















































 Tom Potisit’s prints are now available online at the SeeMe Gallery: https://www.see.me/gallery/  





















 | Assisted by Iva Lokin | Stylist - Lea Krpan | Make Up by Sanja Agić & Lidija Zorić | 
Hair by Salon Evelin | Swimwear by Hippy Garden | Shoes by Reartu | 

Models - Tatjana Jurić and Anita Dujić |



























































































































 Visit MDRN Intelligent Living at 936 Broadway, located in New York's Flat-Iron District
Website: www.inteligentliving.com

Instagram: @mdrndsgn
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